One of the most difficult aspects of creating graphical, direct manipulation user interfaces is managing the relationships between the graphical objects on the screen and the application data structures that they represent. Coral (Constraint-based Object-oriented Relations And Language) is a new user interface toolkit under development that uses efficiently-implemented constraints to support these relationships.
Introduction
Many interactive direct manipulation user interfaces can be viewed as graphical editors. The graphical objects represent application objects: resistors and wires in a circuit simulation program, chess pieces in a chess program, chairs and tables in a furniture layout program, etc.
Graphics editing operations, such as pointing, moving, stretching, deleting, and drawing, not only change the screen images, but also have an application-specific meaning, and must trigger changes in the data structures of the application. For example, when a resistor is moved, all the wires attached to it should be stretched to maintain the connectivity of the circuit; only some of the pieces on a chess board can be moved, and then only to certain locations; and the desks and tables in a room cannot overlap. In addition, displaying the appropriate feedback for the editing operations often requires application specific knowledge (this is called %emantic feedback").
An example of this is "gravity," where the endpoint of a wire being dragged jumps to nearby legal connection points. Therefore, for these programs, the editing operations are not unconstrained as in a simple drawing program like Apple MacDraw.
This paper describes a user interface toolkit, called Coral, currently under development as part of the Garnet Uniform Interface project [lo] at Carnegie Mellon University.
Coral allows the kinds of graphical interfaces discussed above to be easily implemented, In addition, Coral is able to create interaction techniques (menus, scroll bars, dialogue boxes, etc.) like those in conventional toolkits like the Macintosh Toolbox [l] .
Coral facilitates the construction of graphical user interfaces through a synthesis of four techniques: object-based graphics, graphical constraints, active values, and interactors (see figure 1).
Object-based Graphics
The images displayed on the screen are composed of graphical objects such as lines, rectangles, polygons, arcs, ellipses, and strings, as well as groups of graphical objects called aggregates. All graphical objects are organized into an inheritance hierarchy. Subclassing can be used to construct new graphical objects specialized to particular applications.
Graphical Constraints
The values of attributes of graphical objects may be defined in terms of the values of attributes of other graphical objects using constraints. For instance, a resistor can be attached to other elements in a circuit simulation program by defining constraints that force them to remain connected even when one of them is moved. Whenever the attributes of a graphical object change, the relevant constraints are automatically enforced, and the affected graphical objects are automatically redrawn.
An unconventional aspect of Coral's constraints is that they may be associated with a list of items. For example, all of the items in a menu may be constrained to be centered inside a rectaugle, and each of the items may be constrained to be below the previous (except the first, of course).
The constraints in Coral are unidirectional, but cycles are allowed. A .Coral constraint is like a formula in a spreadsheet, which computes the value of a cell based on the values of other cells. The formulas automatically recompute the values whenever any of the other cells change. Coral uses unidirectional constraints because they can be implemented more simply and efficiently than bi-directional constraints, and as Barth [3] reports, the loss of generality is surprisingly small. Cycles are useful because they allow any part of a set of connected objects to be edited, and have all the other parts updated automatically.
Active
Vah.s
An active value is a data due plus a list of objects and procedures that depend on that value. When the data value is set, the objects are informed so they can be redisplayed, and the procedures are called to notify the application program [15, 13] . Active values are similar to graphical constraints, except that the constraint is from data values to graphical objects, rather than between graphical objects. Therefore, active values are sometimes called "data constraints." Coral uses active values to communicate between the user interface and the application portion of a program (see figure 1) . The application can register a procedure with an active value that is called when the active value is set, thereby informing the application about the change.
Active values provide a clean separation between user interface and application. The interaction techniques that set the active values can be changed without affecting the application portion of the program. In addition, the application does not have to update the display since that is automatically handled by the data constraints between the graphical objects and the active values. This separation facilitates the iterative refinement cycle required to produce good interfaces I?].
Interactors
In Coral, input from the mouse and keyboard is not handled by the graphical objects themselves, but by special input handling objects called in2eraclors. Interactors communicate with graphical objects via active values. Since data constraints can be used to tie graphical objects to active values, interactors need only set the active values to affect the display. Active values separate the input and output portions of the user interface, thus allowing different interactors or the application program itself to drive the output part, and also further facilitating iterative development. This paper focuses on the object-oriented aspects of Coral, and on how constraints are used to tie the objects together. A future paper will deal with the active values and interactors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a user interface implemented with Coral. Section 3 contrasts Coral with other systems that use graphical objects and constraints. Section 4 describes Coral's hierarchy of graphical objects. Section 5 describes the declarative language to define graphical objects and constraints, and gives examples of its use. Section 6 describes the procedural language with which the declarative language is implemented, and discusses the implementation of constraints. Finally, section 8 offers some conclusions and directions for future work. 
An Example
Figure 2 (part a) shows a user interface for a circuit simulator constructed with Coral, Each of the circuit elements, resistors, capacitors, ground elements are graphical objects, and the connectivity of the circuit is specified by constraints.
When the user drags a node (part b), the editor displays feedback showing the new position of the circuit elements. When the user releases the mouse button (part c), the feedback is erased, and the circuit elements are displayed at the new position. The constraints preserve the connectivity of the circuit auto matically.
The feedback, represented by the dotted lines, is produced as follows: the dotted lines are graphical objects with a data constraint to an active value that represents the position of the point being dragged. Each time the mouse moves, the active value is set, and the constraints force the lines to be displayed at the new location.
Related work
The oldest tools to facilitate the implementation of graphical user interfaces are the graphics packages such GKS [4] , consisting of a library of routines to draw lines, polygons, curves, strings, etc. These packages are very general, allowing virtually any kind of image to be created, but are too low level, and constructing user interfaces with them involves a large programming effort. The modern graphics libraries such as the Macintosh Quickdraw package [l] or the X window manager graphics interface [14] are also general but too low level. The Coral graphical objects provide facilities similar to those of the graphics packages, but embedded in an object oriented framework similar to the one used in GROW [3] and Intermedia [9] , making it easy to create new classes of graphical objects as subclasses of existing objet ts.
User interface toolkits such as the Macintosh toolbox [l] and the X toolkit provide an additional layer of services that facilitate the construction of graphical user interfaces using buttons, menus, scroll bars, text buffers and other such generic interaction techniques.
These tools facilitate the construction of the interface elements placed around the application window, (e.g. menus and scroll bars), but provide very little sup port to construct the application-specific interface that takes place inside the application window. The pro grammer has to fall back to the graphics package to implement the application-specific portion of the user interface. Coral was explicitly designed for this part of the interface, which is often the hardest to implement. Of course, Coral also supports the construction of generic interaction techniques.
Coral derives much of its power from the intergration of the graphical object hierarchy and constraints. Constraints have been used in graphical application for long time. They were first used in the Sketchpad drawing program [16] , which allowed lines to be constrained to have certain relationships to other lines (parallel, perpendicular, attached to, etc.). ThingLab [S] extended Sketchpad to provide a general simulation environment. The constraints in Sketchpad and ThingLab are bi-directional, which means that if two objects are attached by a constraint, then either can be modified and the other will be updated appropriately. In Coral, as explained below, the constraints are only uni-directional. Animus [8] extends ThingLab to also handle constraints about time, and therefore can support realistic animations of dynamic processes. Borning and Duisberg [S] summarize many constraintbased approaches for construe ting user interfaces.
Another difference between Coral and these constraint-based systems is that Coral provides a clean separation between user interface and application. In Sketchpad and ThingLab the user interface and the application are closely tied together, where as in Coral the two parts communicate via active values. This makes Coral better suited to construct user interfaces because the separation facilitates the iteration cycle required to fine tune interfaces [17] .
The GROW system [3] is more directly relevant since it uses constraints as part of a object-oriented user interface toolkit. Coral extends Grow, and the other constraint-based systems, by providing iterations and a convenient syntax for specifying the constraints.
Most UIMSs [2] are concerned with gluing together the interaction techniques that compose a user interface, and hence are concerned mostly with dialogue management. Coral provides two mechanisms to support dialogue management, but does not provide a dialogue management tool per se. The two mechanisms are the constraints, which can be used to tie together graphical objects, and the tree of aggregate objects, which can be queried for the objects that contain a given point.
The biggest influence on Coral is the second author's Peridot UIMS [11, 12, 13] . Peridot is a graphical tool that allows graphical interaction techniques to be constructed by example. The user interface designer simply draws a picture of what the user interface should look like, and the system generalizes the example to create a general-purpose parameterized procedure. To do this, Peridot infers graphical and data constraints among the objects the designer creates. Unfortunately, Peridot was not built on a good underlying graphical object system, and many of the features were difficult to implement.
Coral was designed to provide an appropriate foundation on which future graphical tools could be built-both to make it easier for the tools to generate code for user interfaces, and to make it easier to implement the tools themselves.
Graphical Objects
Coral is implemented using the CommonLisp Object System (CLOS) and runs on the X window manager [14] . A CLOS 1 c ass defines each kind of graphical object. Instances of these classes represent the images displayed on the screen.
4.1
The Graphical Object Hierarchy
The classes that define the graphical objects are organized in an inheritance hierarchy as shown in figure 3.
Graphical-Obj&t Line-GO Spline-GO Rectangle-GO Polygon-GO Polyline-GO Circle-GO Ellipse-GO String-GO Aggregate-GO Aggregate-With-No-Overlapping-GO Figure 3 : The inheritance hierarchy of graphical objects.
The Superclass Graphical-Object
At the top of the hierarchy is the abstract class' Graphical-Object (abbreviated GO), which defines the properties and methods common to all graphical objects.
Graphical-Object defines the following slots (called instance variables in Smalltalk terminology):
top, left, width & height: these define the bounding box of the object. visibility:
specifies whether the object should be displayed.
draw-function:
the drawing function (xor, and, or, drav, etc) with which an object is drawn on the screen.
filling:
the color for the inside of the object.
outline: the pattern for the outline of the object.
vindov: the window in which the object is displayed.
dirty: specifies whether the object has been changed, and thus should be redisplayed.
Class Graphical-Object also defines the internal slots and methods needed to keep track of changes to objects so that the screen can be efficiently erased and redrawn when a display update is requested. These slots and methods are based on the bounding box of the object, and hence can be inherited by all the subclasses of Graphical-Object.
Graphical-Object provides accessors to read and set slots values, and default implementations of the is-point-in-go method, which tests whether a graphical object contains a given point, and the erase method, which erases objects.
Graphical-Object does not provide an implementation of the drav method, since the implementation of this method depends on the class of object.
*-The subclasses of Graphical-Object define the drav methods.
These classes inherit the slots and methods defined in class Graphical-Object, and provide additional ones if appropriate. For instance, Circle-GO provides a drav method as well as methods to set the radius and center of the circle. However, Circle-GO inherits all the bookkeeping slots and methods from Graphical-Object, so its implementation does not have to keep track of changes.
The is-point-in-go, which tests whether a graphical object contains a point is often redefined in the subclasses of Graphical-Object because the default method just uses the bounding boxof the object, which is not appropriate for objects such as lines and polygons.
'Abstract classes axe used as superclasses. They are ne~a instantiated directly.
Aggregates Class Aggregate-GO defines aggregate objects, which are groups of graphical objects that can be treated as a unit. For example, moving an aggregate moves every member of the aggregate, and drawing it draws every member. Since the members of an aggregate can themselves be aggregates, aggregates organize graphical objects into a tree.
Aggregates provide much more than just a convenient way to move, delete, and draw groups of graphical objects. Aggregates are the managers of groups of objects, and perform the following functions:
Aggregates manage the redisplay of their children. When a property of a graphical object changes, its parent aggregate is informed.
The aggregate determines how to update the screen: it determines how much of its bounding box to erase and which children to redisplay. _,
Aggregates manage the is-point-in-go method for their children.
To find which graphical object contains a point, the point is given to the top most aggregate in the tree of aggregates, which distributes it to the appropriate children, and then propagates it down the tree.
The constraints that relate groups of graphical objects are defined in terms of the aggregates that contain the objects (see sections 5 and 6).
Coral provides two default classes of aggregates. The class Aggregate-GO handles arbitrary overlapping children. It uses simple algorithms to decide which children need to be redisplayed, and simple algorithms to implement the is-point-in-go method. The other class of aggregate is Aggregate-Uith-llo--Overlapping-GO.
This class assumes that children do not overlap, and hence can handle redisplays in a much more efficient way. New subclasses can be created for other special cases.
Extensibility
Adding new classes of objects is relatively easy, since the complex mechanism to keep track of changes for updating the screen is inherited from class Graphical-Object, class Aggregate-GO and its subclasses. However, a new class of graphical object can override this behavior if it has a more efficient way of keeping track of changes.
The inheritance hierarchy provides a simple way to tailor the behavior of graphical objects to particular applications.
For example: l In the circuit simulator program it is convenient for lines to have gravity at the end points since this facilitates connecting objects together. Gravity can be implemented by defining a subclass l
The class Aggregate-with-No-Overlapping-GO is a subclass of Aggregate-GO that was implemented to optimize the common case where objects do not overlap.
This class overrides the erase and update methods with more efficient ones that do not have to figure out how objects overlap, and after erasing an object, do not have to redisplay the objects that overlap the erased object.
4.3
Redisplay of Line-GO, called, say, Gravity-Line-GO, and overriding the is-point-in-go method so that a point is considered inside the line even if is some distance away from the end points.
An important aspect of Coral is that it decouples redisplay from changing the attributes of objects. A pro gram can change many attributes of many graphical objects, and then call redisplay. This is important, because when a constrained graphical object changes, the attributes of dependent graphical objects will be recomputed, thus causing a cascade of changes. The decoupling allows the screen to be updated after all the changes to objects have been computed, thus avoiding unnecessary screen updates.
One built-in optimization of redisplay is the Aggregate-With-lo-Overlapping-GO class discussed above. Another one is that Coral treats graphical objects drawn in xor specially. When an object is drawn in xor mode, and it is not covered by other objects, then it is erased by drawing it again using xor instead of by clearing the area of the screen it occupies. This optimization saves many redisplays because the objects underneath the xor object do not have to be redisplayed.
This simple optimization is very important because it is used for the display of feedback during mouse operations, which typically overlaps many objects shown on the screen, and it has to be produced in real time (see figure 2).
The Declarative
Interface to Coral
The declarative interface to Coral allows programmers and user interface designers to define new graphical object classes and the constraints among them using a declarative formalism. The language is designed to provide a convenient textual interface into the underlying procedural language that Coral interprets (see section 6). A special compiler expands the expressions in the declarative formalism into expressions in the pro cedural formalism before they are processed.
The declarative interface to Coral is illustrated in figure 4 . The figure shows two check-boxes such as those used in the Macintosh user interface, and a Coral expression that defines a graphical object class to pre duce them. The Check-Box class is defined as a subclass of Aggregate-With-lo-Overlapping-GO since the label, the box, and the marker do not overlap. The : uses clause declares that the check-box object is parameter&d with respect to its top and left coordinates, the string used as a label, and a flag indicating whether the check-box is selected. The actual parameters can be either active values or arbitrary Lisp values, and must be supplied when an instance of a checkbox is created. If active values are supplied, then they can be changed at run time, the constraints will be re-evaluated, and the display will be updated accordingly. For exainple, the parameter selected must be an active value so that the check-mark in the box can be turned on and off at, run time.
The :part clauses declare the aggregate parts.
Check-Box has three parts, the box, which is the border of the check-box, the marker that shows whether the check-box is selected, and the label. is "the value of slot left in part Check-Box."
The constraints for Line-l define the long arm of the check-mark, and the constraints for Line-2 define the short arm of the check-mark.
Note that the check-mark is indented a few pixels inside the box. The visible slot of Marker is constrained to the value of the selected parameter, so when selected is set, to nil the marker disappears, and when selected is set to t the marker reappears.
The lev-GO clause not only generates the classes and constraints that define the graphical object, but also a procedure to make instances of the graphical object class. The' procedure makes instances of the objects corresponding to the parts, and links them together. The parameters to this procedure are derived from the : uses clause.
For instance, the following program fragment creates the first instance of the check-box shown in figure 4:
(setf draft-selected (rake-active-value nil)) (make-check-box 30 50 Wraft" draft-selected)
The first, statement creates an active value whose initial value is nil, and stores it in a variable called draft-selected.
The second statement creates the check-box: 30 and 50 are the values for top and left, "draft" is the value of label-string, and the active value stored in draft-selected is the value of selected.
Since the value of draft-selected is nil, the check-box is initially shown de-selected. When the value of draft-selected is set to true, by executing (set-value draft-selected t), the mark is displayed. Figure 5 illustrates the ease with which graphical object classes .can be changed.
The figure shows a new kind of check-box that uses a black square rather than a cross to show whether the check-box is selected.
The new class, called Check-Box-With-Black-Mark is a subclass of Check-Box. It overrides the definition of Hark in class Check-Box, and inherits the definition of the other parts. Figure 6 shows an expression that defines a graphical object consisting of a column of graphical objects. An instance of Column that uses a list, of check-boxes is shown at the top of the figure.
The :list clause declares the constraints that apply to the elements of the list list-of-GOs :left (sv Column left)) (:for-each-but-first :top (+ (sv :previous bottom) 5)) (:for-first :top (+ (av column top) 2))))
Figure 6: An example of constraints ranging over a list of objet ts. 6 The Procedural
Interface
The expressions in the declarative interface are expanded into calls to the Coral procedural interface. The procedural interface is also intended to be used by an interactive tool like Peridot [13] , which allows user interface designers to interactively construct graphical objects and their constraints by drawing pictures. The procedural interface is organized around two concepts: graphical objects, and formulas, which are the expressions that define constraints.
A Coral formula is an arbitrary Lisp expression that returns a single value. The following is an example of a formula. The sv construct is used to access the values stored in object slots. Its syntax is (sv name &optional slof-name). name is a variable, which acquires a value at run time, and hence serves as a parameter.
The value of this variable must be an instance of a graphical object. sv returns the value of the given slot in the graphical object bound to name. If sloGname is not provided, then the graphical object itself is returned. So, in the above example, SW returns the value of the slot left of the graphical object bound to Box.
The av construct is used to reference values in active values. Its syntax (av name part-name). Like sv, the name acquires an active value instance at run time. av returns the value of the given part of the active value bound to name. So, in the above example, aw returns the x part of the active value bound to mouse-pas.
The Coral formula parser recognizes the calls to sv and av and builds a data structure to record the dependencies of the formula on slots and active values. So, whenever the value of a slot or active value changes, Coral can find the formulas that must be evaluated.
Formulas are used by attaching them to objects, and by assigning values to the variables used in the formula.
The attach-formula construct is used to attach a formula to the slot of a graphical object. Its syntax is (attach-formula o6jeci slot-name formula). Once a formula is attached to a slot, Coral will u8e the formula to compute the value of the slot whenever any of the slots and active values in the formula change.
The set-wariable construct is used to set the values of variables used in formulas. Its syntax is (set-variable clbjecf name due).
set-variable sets the value of the given variable in the given object. Note that the values of variables are specified on a per object basis, and not on a per formula basis. Hence, formulas are state-less, and thus a single formula to be attached to multiple graphical objects. Specifying a new formula for a slot, or setting a new value for a variable will cause Coral to automatically evaluate the appropriate formulas, so their effects will be immediately visible on the screen.
In Coral, formulas can be defined for both classes and instances. When a formula is defined for a class, then the formula will be used in all instances of the class, unless it is overridden in specific instances. Alternatively, a formula can be applied to only a particular instance, or set of instances.
Associating the formulas with the classes is desirable because it allows formulas that apply to a whole class of objects to be conveniently defined, and allows the formula data structures to be shared. The Column graphical object described in section 5 illustrates the need for the flexibility provided by Coral. The items in the column are forced to be laid out in a column by associating with each of them, except the first one, a formula that computes the top location of the item in terms of the bottom location of the previous item. The first item in the list, even though.af the same class as the other items, needs a different formula: one to compute its top location in terms of a slot in the parent aggregate.
This design is more,general than ThingLab [5] and CROW [3] , which only allow formulas to be associated with classes, and is also more general than spreadsheets, which only allow formulas to be associated with instances.
The ability to include arbitrary Lisp code in formulas is also an important feature of Coral, since it makes it possible to specify formulas with complex behavior. The full power of Lisp is available for defining formulas. In addition, Coral can compile formulas using the Lisp compiler, thus making them efficient.
The use of variable names in formulas to refer to other objects gives Coral a degree of flexibility not found in other systems: l By referring to other objects through names, formulas do not have explicit references to other objects, and hence can be reused by applying them to many instances. The values of these variables can be changed at run time, thus changing the dependencies between objects at run time. The changes to these variables go into effect immediately, causing the relevant formulas to be recomputed.
Example
Consider a drawing program such as MacDraw. When the user drags an object, the program shows an outline of the object following the mouse. top: *..
The formulas use the names Ob-To-Drag, whose value is the graphical object to be dragged, and Drag-Region, whose value is a graphical object which defines the region within which the first object must remain. mouse-pos is an active value that stores the position of the mouse, and which changes whenever the mouse is moved.
The mouse interactor that uses this feedback object operates as follows: when the user clicks over an object, it stores that object in the Ob-To-Drag variable in the feedback object, and the mouse coordinates in the mouse-pos active value. This causes Coral to evaluate the formulas that depend on Ob-To-Drag and mouse-pos.
The formula for the visible slot will cause the feedback object to become visible, the formulas for vidth and height will cause the feedback to acquire the size of the object being dragged, and the formulas for left and top will cause the feedback to acquire the position of the mouse.
While the mouse moves, the interactor stores the mouse location in the mouse-pos active value. This causes Coral to evaluate the formulas for left and top causing the feedback to follow the mouse, but remain within the drag region.
When the mouse button goes up, the interactor stores nil in O&To-Drag, causing Coral to evaluate the formula for visible, making the feedback disap pear.
Moving the dragged object to the new position is performed by defining formulas for it in a similar fashion.
The ability to use a single feedback object and a single set of formulas to display the feedback while dragging any graphical object, irrespective of its size, depends on the use of variables in formulas. Specifying the object to be dragged is just a matter of setting in the feedback object the value of Ob-To-Drag, and changing the drag region is just a matter of setting the value of Drag-Region.
The formulas can also be changed at run time. For instance, replacing the formula for width by (+ (sv Ob-To-Drag width) 2) will cause the feedback to be 2 pixels wider than the object. The formula will take effect immediately.
No compilation or loading steps are required to see the effects of changes.
Constraint Satisfaction
The constraint satisfier is implemented by a class called Constraint. The Coral compiler uses multiple inheritance to include this class as a superclass of graphical objects that have constraints.
The constraint satisfier uses a twepass algorithm, triggered when an active value is set:
1. Mark as undefined all slots that contain formulas that depend on the active value, and then recursively mark as undefined all slots that contain formulas that depend on slots that are marked as undefined. Once all undefined slots are evaluated, Coral calls r+ display on the topmost aggregate associated with the window, causing the screen to be updated to reflect all the changes to the graphical objects. Coral allows the formula dependencies to contain cycles, as long as these cycles are broken by an assignment from an active value. For instance, in Coral it is legal to specify that the width of an object a is equal to the width of an object b, and vice versa, thus specifying a cycle between the width slots of (I and 1. If the user changes an active value that affects the width of a, Coral sets the width of a from the active value, and then evaluates the formula for the width of b. Since the width of a was already assigned a value, the cycle is broken, and Coral will not try to compute the width of a again. Alternatively, should the user modify the width of 8, then the width of (I will be recomputed.
Implementation Status
Coral is currently under active development. The graphical objects, the active values, the procedural language, and the compiler for the declarative language have been completed. A tool box that provides menus, scroll bars, buttons and other interaction techniques such as those in the Macintosh tool box is being implemented, and the tool to interactively specify objects and constraints is currently being designed.
Conclusions and Future Work
Even though the implementation of Coral is not yet complete, Coral can already be used to easily construct generic interaction techniques such as checkboxes, sliders, and menus, as shown in the figures in this paper. With the same ease, Coral can be used to construct application-specific interaction techniques such as the ones required in a circuit simulator (connectivity maintenance and gravity). Coral derives its power from the integrated use of graphical objects, constraints and active values:
The graphical object hierarchy allows new graphical objects to inherit the complex mechanisms needed to efficiently update the display when objects change. This facilitates the definition of new classes of objects.
Inheritance is used to improve efficiency by creating subclasses that take advantage of special cases, and is also used to define graphical object classes specialized to particular applications.
The Coral constraints were designed specifically for user interface construction. This involved allowing graphical constraints to be applied to lists of objects (a feature common in spreadsheets, but new in the graphical domain), and packaging constraints so that they can be reused, and so that different sets of constraints can be applied to different instances of the same class.
Active values provide a clean way of separating of input and output portions of the user interface, and also of separating the user interface from the rest of the application.
Coral already demonstrates the tremendous potential of integrating an object-oriented graphics hierarchy, a constraint system, and active values to produce a powerful toolkit to construct graphical, direct manipulation interfaces. We are also working on the interactors, which will provide a declarative interface to specify the mapping of input events into active values. In the longer term we plan to construct a tool like Peridot that will allow user interface designers to interactively specify both the output and input behavior of graphical user interfaces. Coral should provide an excellent substrate for implementing such a tool, and in the meantime is a good tool kit for programmers to construct highly interactive user interfaces.
